RENEWED POST-SOCIALIST CITY:
COMPETITIVE AND ATTRACTIVE
Final ReNewTown Project Conference
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Economics, February 11th and 12th, 2014

Conference Venue
The ReNewTown Final Conference will take place in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia at the
Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana (FELU)
Kardeljeva ploščad 17
SI – 1000 Ljubljana
Phone: +386 1 5892 400

The exterior and
interior of the
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venue.

FELU Facilities









4 big halls (150 – 407 seats, possibility of simultaneous audio-video projection)
17 medium-size lecture rooms (36 – 122 seats)
8 seminar rooms (16 – 50 seats)
8 rooms for foreign languages (22 – 40 seats)
6 computer rooms (16 seats)
4 council rooms
2 computer rooms in the Central Economic Library

All rooms and halls are air-conditioned and equipped with multimedia equipment (PC, LCD
projector, video) as well as overhead projectors.
Free WiFi will be provided to all conference participants.
Additionally, participants will be able to use the services of three cafeterias as well as a parking
space at their own expense.

How to get to FELU?
From Maribor (E57/A1): From the Tomacevo roundabout, drive in the direction
towards "Centre". Turn onto Vojkova Street (Vojkova cesta) and continue for
500m to the FELU.
From Bled/Kranj (E61/A2), Koper (E70/A1), or Novo mesto/Zagreb (E70/A2):
From Ljubljana's ring-road bypass, drive until you reach the exit for the WTC
(World Trade Center). Join Dunajska Street (Dunajska cesta) and continue in the
direction towards "Center". At the second traffic light (near AMZS), turn left onto
Allendejeva Street (Allendejeva ulica) and continue until you reach Vojkova
Street (Vojkova cesta). Turn right onto Vojkova street (Vojkova cesta) then turn
right again onto the first street (Kardeljeva) to reach the FELU.

From the bus stop at Bavarski dvor get on the city bus number 6 (direction
Črnuče), 8 (direction Brnčičeva), or 11 (direction Ježica). Continue until the
stop Mercator at the big white Mercator building. Local transport in Ljubljana is
provided by the city buses of Ljubljanski potniški promet (LPP), which operate
from 5 am to 11 pm. The fare (1 €) is a standard one, irrespective of the
distance travelled and it is written on the box located next to the driver. You
can also pre-buy a plastic token at newsstands and post offices for a lower
price (0,8 €).

The cost per kilometre is around 0,8 € or more. Some taxi telephone numbers:
Taxi Ronda: 9705, Radio Taxi: 9700, Omega Taxi: 9707, Hit Taxi: 9701,
Intertours Taxi: 9704, Taxi Intersiti: 9708, Rumeni taxi: +386 (0)41 731 831.

Travel Information
HOW TO GET TO LJUBLJANA?
Ljubljana is easily accessible by all means of transportation.
A detailed overview is given on the following two pages.

REACHING LJUBLJANA BY PLANE
Ljubljana International Airport Jože Pučnik (Brnik) is situated 23 km northwest of the city.
Through Adria Airways, the airline of Slovenia, it is connected with all major European cities and
airports.

Other neighbouring international airports are located at:
Austria (Klagenfurt 79 km, or Graz 160 km)
Croatia (Zagreb 135 km)
Italy (Trieste 120 km, Venice 220 km)
If you are travelling by the low-fare carriers (Ryanair, Wizzair, Myair, Easy Jet), please note that
the closest airports to Ljubljana are Maribor (129 km), Graz (160 km), Klagenfurt (79 km), Trieste
(90 km) and Venice (220 km).
Transfers from/to the Ljubljana Airport
Shuttle, taxi and bus transport from Ljubljana Airport to the city centre are available on a regular
basis.

REACHING LJUBLJANA BY TRAIN
Ljubljana has good international rail connections, almost the entire fleet of trains operated by the
Slovenske železnice national railway company was modernised a few years ago.
There are regular train connections to countries around Europe including, among others,
the following:

Germany (via Munich)
Switzerland (via Zurich)
Austria (via Salzburg, Villach and Graz)
Croatia (via Zagreb and Rijeka)
Hugary (via Budapest)
Czech Republic (via Prague)
Italy (via Trieste and Venice)
Greece, Macedonia and Serbia
(via Salonica, Skopje and Belgrade)

REACHING LJUBLJANA BY CAR
Ljubljana is located at the crossroads of the country's most important road routes. The purchase of
a vignette is obligatory if motorways are to be used. A weekly vignette costs 15 EUR, a monthly 30
EUR. They can be obtained at all petrol stations in the country.
Road connections:
from
from
from
from
from
from

Villach (Austria): E651
Klagenfurt (Austria): E652 or E61
Graz (Austria): E57 or E59
Trieste (Italy): E61 or E70
Zagreb (Croatia): E70
Budapest (Hungary): E57 or E71

REACHING LJUBLJANA BY BUS
Ljubljana is well connected by bus services from around Europe. Bus travel is one of the most
convenient forms of public transport for short trips to Ljubljana's surrounding areas during your
stay here. Connections to other places in Slovenia are good as well.

